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ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE


Discussion by J. G. Youde, p. 142–144.
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AGRICULTURAL POLICIES AND PROGRESS


Also issued in processed form. Davis, 1977. 15p.


Food Cost, Farm Policy and Nutrition; Commentary, by D. A. Jolly. (In Jour. of Nutrition Education, v.8:2, April–June 1976, p. 56–58)


AGRICULTURAL SITUATION AND COMmodity ECONOMICS


ASPECTS OF ECONOMIC THEORY


CONSUMER ECONOMICS


Economics of Consumer Medical Expense Insurance, by S. Lane. (In Jour. of Consumer Aff., v.12:1, Summer 1978, p. 154–163) (Giannini Found. of Agr. Econ. Paper 478)


Levels of Consumer Satisfaction Under Three Subsidized Low Income Housing Programs, by K. Kline and S. Lane. (In AREUREA Jour., Summer 1975, p. 83–96)

Licensing Restrictions and the Cost of Dental Care, by L. Shepard. (In Jour. of Law and Econ., v.21, April 1978, p. 187–201) (Giannini Found. of Agr. Econ. Paper 476)


Nonsolo Dental Practice: Incentives and Returns to Size, by J. Kushman, R. Scheffler, L. Miners, and C. Mueller. (In Jour. of Econ. and Bus., v.31:1, Fall 1978, p. 29–39) (Giannini Found. of Agr. Econ. Paper 514)


COOPERATION


EDUCATION AND RESEARCH


FARM MANAGEMENT AND TENANCY


FINANCE AND CREDIT


LABOR AND SOCIAL SECURITY


   Also in California Agriculture, v.32:11, Nov. 1978, p. 10–12.
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RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION


A Note on Natural Production Functions, by D. C. Hall. (In Jour. of Environ. Econ. and Manage., v.4:3, Sept. 1977, p. 258–264) (Giannini Found. of Agr. Econ. Paper 428)


---. ---. Supplement: Selected California Vegetable and Field Crop Price–Forecasting Equations. 75p.


Use of Principal Component Attractiveness Indexes in Recreation Demand Functions, by M. E. Wetzstein and R. D. Green. (In Western Jour. of Agr. Econ., v.3:1, July 1978, p. 11–21) (Giannini Found. of Agr. Econ. Paper 495)


RURAL DEVELOPMENT


STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PRICES AND SUPPLIES


STATISTICS: COMPILATIONS


STATISTICS: DISCUSSIONS


MISCELLANEOUS
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BEES AND HONEY


FIELD CROPS


Supplement: Selected California Vegetable and Field Crop Price–Forecasting Equations. 75p.


FRUITS, NUTS, AND WINE


LIVESTOCK AND WOOL


MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS


TRUCK CROPS


